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Optimas is a key supplier to the 
domestic appliance and commercial 
equipment industry. From screws, 
nuts and bolts to super duty cable 
clamps, strain relief and snap 
bushes, to fully and self-managed 
inventory systems.

We understand that mechanical stresses and high or 
low operating temperatures can cause the fasteners 
and components in your product to fail which is why 
you can rely on us.

Relied upon and trusted by installations in retail, 
warehousing, infrastructure, tunnels and many 
other locations and applications, our fasteners and 
components are available in a wide range of sizes, 
materials and finishes.

In addition, as a full service provider and partner 
in manufacturing, Optimas can provide you with a 
cutting-edge inventory management system that will 
increase efficiency, drastically reduce the time spent 
reordering, and ensure that stock is delivered on time, 
every time...

Quality In
Quality Out



• Washers
• Self-Tapping Screws
• Sems Screws
• Machine Screws
• Rivets
• Nuts

Here’s just a small selection of some of the high quality fasteners, components and valued-added 
services Optimas can provide to ensure your next appliance project is a success.
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Fasteners



The right 
fasteners
for all 
applications

Wet

Dishwashers
Tumble Dryers
Washer Dryers
Washing Machines

Hot

Boiling tops and pans
Cookers and hoods
Griddles & grills
High output fryers
Induction hobs
Ovens and hobs
Steam appliances

Cold

Beverage dispensers
Chillers
Freezers
Fridges
Wine coolers

Small Appliances

Coffee machines
Food mixers and processors
Garment care
Juicers and blenders
Kettles
Small cooking appliances
Toasters
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• Cable Clamps
• Cable Ties
• Cable Glands

Components



Optibeam

Uses the latest in scanning 
and barcode technology for 
easy inventory replenishment.  
Our scanners allow Optimas 
or the customer to check in-
ventory levels and send orders 
instantly. The scanner
includes auditing software so 
you can search parts, validate 
bin location and set optimal 
re-order/unit pack sizes.

OptiRack

Uses advanced radio-
frequency identification (RFID) 
technology to automate 
inventory replenishment.  
When empty bins are placed 
on an RFID mat on the rack 
shelf, it detects the RFID chip 
embedded in the bin label 
and then wirelessly triggers 
an order.  OptiRack can be set 
up in any designated area - a 
supermarket, area rack or at 
the point of use.

OptiDrop

Uses advanced RFID 
technology to automate 
inventory replenishment.  Each 
bin has a unique card with an 
RFID embedded chip.  When 
the bin is empty or low, simply 
remove the card and place it 
inside the OptiDrop box to 
wirelessly trigger an order.  
OptiDrop can be placed at any 
location inside the plant.

OptiScale

Uses the latest weighing 
technology to measure real-
time inventory status down to 
the part quantity level in a bin.  
Embedded sensors monitor 
the weight capacity and then 
automatically trigger orders 
based on pre-defined min/
max levels and re-order unit 
pack sizes.  Stock levels can be 
accessed 24/7/365.  OptiScale 
can be configures in a bin, shelf 
or container.

OptiZone

Uses advanced RFID 
technology to automate 
inventory replenishment.  An 
RFID antenna points to a 
designated area - a pallet, cage, 
gaylord container or bulk area.  
When an empty bin is placed in 
that area, the antenna detects 
the RFID chip embedded in the 
bin label and then wirelessly 
triggers an order.

From analysing fastener and component usage patterns and quantities to inventory cost-saving methods - 
we can help identify areas of improvement, allowing you to work smarter and do more with less.
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Why
Optimas?
For over 100 years, we’ve been at the very forefront of fastener manufacture and distribution. 
Our extensive technical heritage, engineering flair and partnership approach is what sets us 
apart. Understanding our customers and adapting to meet their needs is what we do best.

Get in touch to find out how we can exceed your requirements.



Optimas OE Solutions
UK Headquarters
Waterwells Drive
Quedgeley
Gloucester
GL2 2FR

T: +44 (0)1452 880500
E: business.development@optimas.com
W: international.optimas.com

Fasteners. Components. MRO Supply Chain Solutions

Promoting manufacturing sustainability


